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BGT1 

• T1 – T H, S H, P W 
• T2 – J G, J R, M C 
• T3 – M B, B K, W C 
• T4 – M H, S A, T T 

 

BGT2 

• T1 – M S, C C, D H 
• T2 – P K, T J, D S 
• T3 – S O, R H, C L (B D filled in) 
• T4 – K O, L M, D I 

Supporters:       C L,  C K,  G B,  L. F T,  S P,  S R K Y,  S A 

 

STEVEN 

 

Welcome, as we come together for this sacred duty with love and humility for our world, 

let us remember as we walk this path to do so dispassionately, impersonally, without focusing on 

individuals, of who is right and who is wrong, we seek only to bring light and love and to be a 

conduit for our Hierarchy of Love.   

 



And as the world struggles to find itself, let us remember that as we move forward into 

2025 and beyond, much muck is raised to the surface of humanity to be cleansed, transmuted and 

healed.  Let us come together hand in hand, soul to soul.   

 

Let us now visualise a box, and in that box place all those things which are not needed at 

this time.  All those concerns with our incarnation can be set aside for the sacred hour which we 

dedicate to our Hierarchy as Servants of Light.   

 

So, together, let us walk the path of light and love and healing.   

 

*BELL* 

 

S O 

Ceremony of Protection1 

 

*BELL* 

 

S H 

The Great Invocation 

 

*BELL* 

 

STEVEN 

So as we join together in our sacred task, let us visualise our place within the New Group 

of World Servers, focusing the light and love directed to our world from Shambala via our 

Spiritual Hierarchy.  Breathe in that light through the crown chakra; let it permeate your being.   

 



*BELL* 

 

D S 

Assembly of the Triangles 

 

Let us begin to assemble the Triangles.  T1, please step forward and create a Triangle of 

Light, Love and Power between you and visualise a golden triangle of living fire that burns not 

but ever heals, linking at your heart level and beginning to descend slowly to the earth. 

 

Triangle Two please step forward; create a triangle one meter above T1, visualise your 

golden flaming Triangle beginning at your heart level and proceed towards the earth. 

 

T3 step forward, creating your Triangle one meter above T1 and T2; see and feel this 

triangle of golden healing fire linking your hearts and beginning to move down towards the earth 

itself, connecting an entire, empowered ?? by its energy until it reaches the others and welds with 

them.  

 

T4 step forward, creating your Triangle one meter above T1, T2 and T3.  See and feel this 

triangle of living fire linking your hearts and beginning getting to move down to the earth as well 

until it reaches the others and welds with them, creating this radiant, golden-flaming 12-Star of 

light and love and power. 

 

*BELL* 

 

STEVEN 

 



Above us and through us the vortex begins to form, linking Shambalic energies through the 

layers of infinity.  And we remember our coworkers scattered throughout infinity, working with 

the one Light that we all serve.   

 

*BELL* 

 

D I 

The Disciples Invocation 

 

*BELL* 

 

STEVEN 

 

And above the Twelve Formation, a point of light forms and glows and swells as the 

vortex of love descends through our formations as a conduit of love, power and healing.  And 

before us, our world spinning as it does within our universe, shrouded in greyness, interspersed 

with the points of Light crying for assistance to transmute and heal the past; to visualise the 

present and prepare for the future.  And as the great Beings of Light approach us, let us welcome 

them, and the Great Devas attend us.  We, a point of Light within the ring-pass-not of the New 

Group of World Servers, do dedicate our service activity to the Lord of Love, whose undoubted 

presence is with us always.   

 

A spiral of Light descends and passes out through the 12 points of our formations and our 

supporters stand and assist with open hearts and loving minds.  Let us communicate now with 

those many beings that surround us as we understand that we here incarnate beings on the 

endpoint in a great flow of energy from far off places and we here, now, accept that loving 

energy through our formations that we might focus in service of our co workers. 



 

Let us invoke the light and love with the Great Devas and we become the chalice of love.   

 

The Devic Prayer 

 

Great Devic Lord hear our prayer.  We invoke thy light as it is written, the time of need has 

come, come forth o Mighty One, bring forth thy fiery wisdom.  Join with the Master alike of 

angels and men.  Bring forth the chalice anew.  Come forth O Mighty One, enjoin with us on 

Earth.  Pour forth the waters of joy, pour forth the waters of peace, pour forth the waters of 

healing.  Come forth, O Mighty One.  We, the children of Earth, invoke O protector and divine 

Power.  Smite the unclean and raise the transmuted ones, we invoke thee now in thy presence 

and in all thy glory, come forth o Mighty One.  

 

And so we pray to thee, come. And so we invoke thee, come.  And so we serve thee, come.  

Come with thy hordes of light, we implore thee in the name of the One Initiator.  Hear our call.  

The time is here, the testing has begun.  We lose our fear and embrace thy love eternal.  Alight 

our our hearts with love. 

 

Come forth now, be amongst us and within us, we who seek to serve, pour forth thy light 

upon our earth.  O Lord of Life, come forth.  OM  OM  OM 

 

So let us visualise our beautiful planet, and we see about it a dark cloud of ancient 

darkness.  And through our formations, a point of fire descends, and descending thus, passes 

through the vortex and through us.  And let us visualise this fire of light and love penetrating the 

dark cloud of ancient darkness.  We beseech the Hierarchy of Light, use us now as thy 

instrument of peace upon this Burning Ground.  Visualise the fire entering this ancient dark 

thought-form and penetrating thus dissolving and healing as it burns and transmutes this dark 

web which invades our earth.  Let us free those souls who play with it thus, burning away their 

connection where love should be. 

 



Let us now tarry awhile as the Master approaches.   

 

I seek the way I yearn to know visions I see and fleeting deep impressions behind the 

portal on the other side lies that which I call home, for the circle has been well-nigh trod and the 

end approaches the beginning.  I seek the way, all ways my feet have trod.  The way of fire calls 

me with fierce appeal.  Naught in me seeks the way of peace, naught in me yearns for earth.  Let 

the fire rage, let the flames devour, let all the dross be burned, and let me enter through that gate 

and tread the way of fire.  OM  OM  OM 

 

Master, use our formations for Light, accept our fiery triangles into thy chalice.  We invoke 

thee from the depths of our Souls, heal our earth this day.  And the fire burns and transmutes and 

separates into many pieces.  As we visualise the Burning Ground of love slowly, we transform 

the thought-form into Light, and we are conscious cooperators with Hierarchy.  Now let us pour 

forth the waters of healing, healing of souls, and we invoke the angels of healing to accept into 

their loving embrace those souls transitioning at this time.  And we invoke peace for our earth, 

for every being therein, peace and love and healing. 

 

Great Hierarchy of Light, use our formations as instruments of thy healing.  Let the waters 

of Aquarius pour forth, not just this day but forever, and may our leadership be touched by 

compassion and love, and may thy hand touch the hearts of all.  The purpose of my soul must 

show itself through burning, that which obstructs and hinders must disappear before the power of 

God.  That power am I. 

 

I, therefore, tread the way unto the Burning Ground; there, hindrances disappear. My will 

is one with the Great Will of God.  That will is mine today upon the planes of earth.  It leads to 

service and my masters group. I, therefore, tread the way of service after the Festival of Burning. 

I dedicate myself to the purpose of the Plan, I have no purpose but the Will of God.  I seek no 

other way but the way of divine fulfilment.  I lose myself within the group which seeks the 

furtherance of the Plan. 

 



Become one with our purpose, dear friends, as we walk the way with the World Teacher, 

and in whose service we aspire to be a lighted-way for others, and the waters pour forth from the 

vessel of Aquarius bringing succour to the world of human-kind.  And when we leave this place, 

let us take our ashramic duty and love in our daily lives and in our Triangles of Fire lest we 

forget our purpose on earth is to be the representation of the externalisation of our Hierarchy.  

These are not idle words, these are a living Fire, let it become thus. 

 

I will now recite the World Teacher invocation.  Join with me, deep within your hearts and 

souls as we touch the hem of the Lord of Light and we bring forth the Power and the Light and 

the Love that stretches forth from Shambala through our beloved Hierarchy and the New Group 

of World Servers to the incarnate world.  The Hierarchy are very close to us and hear our soul-

yearning, and in humbleness I throw my soul into the fire of service, accept my humble offering, 

Lord of Light. 

 

The World Teacher Invocation 

 

Great Lord of Light, hear our prayer.  We before thee, come to offer service, we before 

thee come to offer supplication, we before thee, offer all that we are.  We invoke thee and thy 

hosts of Light.  We beseech thee to hear our call, we offer thee our lines of intent.  From out of 

the world of Mankind doth come the call; come aid us in our hour of need, come lead us to thy 

Holy Fire, come heal our broken world.  As it has been written, so shall it be.  Great Lord, 

command our souls in thy Army of Light, we place before thee our all.  We, thy vanguard, have 

eyes half shut.  Awaken us, wherever we may be, let us sleep no more.  Let light enter and 

darkness be gone.  Great Teacher, hear our supplication, come again into our hearts that we may 

know thy wonder.  We invoke thee, in all thy power and love.  Lord of Compassion, pour upon 

us the healing balm that we may be whole once more.  Great Lord, we touch the hem of thy 

garment that we may be at one with thy divine purpose.  Let us this day and forevermore.  Lord, 

let us become a channel for thy love, let us smite the darkness and let in thy glory.  Great Lord of 

Light, hear our prayer.  Where once we were lost, now we are found.  Great Lord, we invoke 

thee. 



 

*BELL* 

 

L M 

The Great Invocation 

 

*BELL* 

 

D S 

Dissolution of the Triangles 

 

Before the dissolution of the Twelve-Star, let us regard it for a moment with awe and 

gratitude, this fiery assemblage of healing Triangles.   

 

And now, beginning with T4, attend to your Triangle.  Allow it to detach and rise above 

the others.  Release it and watch as it dissolves and disappears. 

 

T3, please attend to your Triangle.  Separate and lift it from the others, those that remain.  

Witness its dissolution as it slowly disappears. 

 

T2, now follow suit in attending to your Triangle; gently detaching and lifting and allow it 

to fade from view. 

 

And finally, T1 upon which the Twelve was built, allow your Triangle to rise and dissolve 

and recede.   

 



And as we in the Twelve step back, we feel the remaining energies receding and disburse 

to wherever they are needed.  We give thanks to all angels, devas, souls, supporters who guided, 

witnessed and protected this work.  We give gratitude to hear and answer the call; the call to 

serve.  Blessed be, Amen. 

 

*BELL* 

 

K O 

Closing Prayer 

 

Let us give thanks for the work we have done together today.  We are grateful to all the 

Twelves and all the workers throughout the world for the work they are doing.  We are grateful 

to be part of what we are doing together, with the same purpose.  We are grateful to the devas, 

we are grateful to the enlargement of the Plan, we are grateful to the Mahachohan, the Manu, 

Bhagavan Krishna, to the great Architect of the Universe.  We are grateful to each and every 

living being who is constantly working toward the development of humanity.  We are always 

grateful for the past, present and future New Group of World Servers.  We are always grateful to 

be a part of the nations who have laid their life, who have sacrificed their lives, for the sake of 

the welfare of humanity.  Let us show our gratitude and love to all the living beings on this 

planet.  OM  OM  OM 

 

*BELL* 

 

STEVEN 

The Great Invocation 

 



*BELL* 

 

S A 

The Great Invocation in his native language. 

 

STEVEN 

At your feet there is a box, take from it what you will.  Blessings to each one of you and 

may peace come to our earth.  Thank you, namaste. 

* * * 

It is clear from this transcript that Twelves work is not for the faint-hearted. As Vita states:  

 

You must be available uninterrupted, undisturbed, and 

focused (no doorbells, phones, cats, or dogs). You will need 

silence, a glass of pure water and a mute button on everything. 

[And] It is essential that none of us impart any of our own 

prejudice into this process. You may have personal opinions 

regarding politics, religious or cultural issues – there is no place for 

them in occult work. If this is a challenge for you, just ask, ‘can I 

set these aside for now while I work?’ If you feel you cannot 

undertake this impartially and cannot set aside your personality 

preferences, then this work is not for you. It can cause some 

disruption to you in your present incarnation. 

 
 
1 See appendix 
 


